
From: Leshinskie, Anthony
To: Parrott, Jack; Brian.Monson@deq.idaho.gov; Tierney, June
Cc: Irwin, William; Tifft, Doug; Watson, Bruce; Powell, Raymond; Maier, Bill; Kisicki, Aaron; Landis-Marinello, Kyle
Subject: [External_Sender] RE: Vermont Yankee request to NRC for alternate disposal of waste
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 3:33:32 PM
Attachments: VT Nuke Eng Comments on ENVY 20.2002 Alternate Waste Disposal Request at USEI - Letterhead.pdf

Jack,
 
In response to your request for State of Vermont comments regarding Vermont Yankee’s 10 CFR
20.2002 request, I am providing comments included in the attached letter.
 
Best Regards,
 
Tony Leshinskie
 
 
Anthony R. Leshinskie,
State Nuclear Engineer & Decommissioning Coordinator
    Vermont Public Service Department
    112 State Street, BIN 20
    Montpelier, VT 05620-2601
Internal Extension: x1784
Office / Cell: (802) 272-1714
VT Yankee Site Office: (802) 258-5449
Anthony.Leshinskie@vermont.gov
http://publicservice.vermont.gov/electric/ndcap
 
 
 

From: Parrott, Jack [mailto:Jack.Parrott@nrc.gov] 
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2016 4:46 PM
To: Recchia, Chris; Brian.Monson@deq.idaho.gov
Cc: Leshinskie, Anthony; Irwin, William; Tifft, Doug; Watson, Bruce; Powell, Raymond; Maier, Bill
Subject: Vermont Yankee request to NRC for alternate disposal of waste
 
Dear Mr. Recchia and Mr. Monson,
 
By letter dated January 14, 2016 (Agencywide Documents Access and Management
System (ADAMS) Accession No. ML16029A071), Entergy Nuclear Operators, Inc (ENO)
submitted a request for NRC approval of alternate disposal of waste from the Vermont
Yankee Power Station (VY) at the U.S. Ecology Idaho (USEI) facility in accordance with 10
CFR 20.2002.  The USEI facility is a Resource Conservation and Recovery Act Subtitle C
hazardous waste disposal facility permitted by the State of Idaho.  The USEI facility is not
an NRC-licensed disposal facility.  By letter dated March 22, 2016 (ML16077A345), NRC
staff requested additional information from ENO to complete review of the request.  On
June 28, 2016, ENO submitted responses to the NRC staff’s request for information
(ML16182A035), and on August 11, 2016, ENO provided additional information to the NRC
(ML16231A028).
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State of Vermont 
Department of Public Service 
112 State Street 
Drawer 20 


 
[phone] 802-828-2811 
[fax] 802-828-2342 
[tty] 800-734-8390 


      
 


Montpelier, VT 05620-2601                    
http://www.publicservice.vermont.gov 


 
January 11, 2017 


 
Jack D. Parrott, Senior Project Manager 
Office of Nuclear Material Safety & Safeguards  
Reactor Decommissioning Branch 
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Mail Stop T-8F5 
Washington, DC 20555 
 
 


Vermont State Nuclear Engineer Comments Regarding Entergy Nuclear Vermont Yankee 
10 CFR 20.2002 Request for Alternate Waste Disposal at US Ecology Idaho  
 


REFERENCES: 


1. Entergy Letter BVY 16-001 to USNRC, “10 CFR 20.2002 Request for Alternate Disposal 


at US Ecology Idaho,” dated January 14,2016 (ML16029A071) 


2. Entergy Letter BVY 16-021 to USNRC, “Response to Request for Additional Information 


Related to 10 CFR 20.2002 Alternate Waste Disposal Request (CAC No. L53116) 


Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station,” dated June 28, 2016 (ML16182A035) 


3. Entergy E-Mail to USNRC, “Response to NRC Questions Dated 7-28-16,” dated 


August 11, 2016 (ML16231A028) 


 


Dear Jack: 


In response to your electronic mailing sent December 12, 2016 requesting comments regarding 
NRC’s draft Environmental Assessment (EA) and draft Safety Evaluation Report (SER) for 
Vermont Yankee’s 10 CFR 20.2002 Request for Alternate Disposal of up to 200,000 gallons of 
radioactively contaminated water at US Ecology Idaho facilities, I am enclosing several 
comments and questions on behalf of the State of Vermont.  These comments are primarily the 
result from my review of the draft EA, the draft SER and the several additional documents noted 
in your mailing.  While these comments focus on the supporting documents identified as 
References 1 through 3 herein, note that all additional documents identified in your mailing 
(namely the documents with ADAMS Accession Numbers ML16077A345 and ML16021A173, 
respectively) have been examined as part of this review.  


Feel free to contact me should you require any clarification to the questions or comments 
contained in the Enclosure.  Please note that Enclosure Comment #4 was provided to me by the 
Vermont Agency of Natural Resources (ANR), Department of Environmental Conservation (who 
were on copy for VT Yankee’s original request included in Reference 1).  Questions on this   
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Comment should still be sent to me first, since the recent change in Vermont’s Gubernatorial 
Administration has resulted in a reorganization of ANR Staff. 


 


On behalf of the State of Vermont, I thank you and the rest of the NRC Staff for this opportunity 
to comment on Vermont Yankee’s 10 CFR 20.2002 Request. 


 


 


Best regards,  


 


  /s/ Anthony R. Leshinskie 


Anthony R. Leshinskie 


State Nuclear Engineer & Decommissioning Coordinator  


State of Vermont 


Public Service Department 


112 State Street 


Montpelier, VT 05620-2601 


Anthony.Leshinskie@vermont.gov 


(802) 272-1714 
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ENCLOSURE 


 


Vermont State Nuclear Engineer Comments Regarding Entergy Nuclear Vermont Yankee 


10 CFR 20.2002 Request for Alternate Waste Disposal at US Ecology Idaho 
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1. The description of waste contained in Section 3 of Enclosure 1 of Letter BVY 16-001 


(Reference 1) indicates that up to 200,000 gallons of contaminated water currently stored in VT 


Yankee’s former Emergency Core Cooling System Suppression Chamber, commonly known as 


the Torus, will be sent to US Ecology Idaho (USEI) facilities for disposal.  The Torus is described 


as being filled to 96% of its 1,100,000 gallon capacity, i.e., to approximately 1,056,000 gallons.  


In subsequent reports to the State of Vermont, VT Yankee has indicated that, due to 


evaporation as Torus water is circulated through to the Spent Fuel Pool, the total Torus water 


volume (as of January 5, 2017) is now roughly 950,000 gallons (~87% of capacity).  Since much of 


the radiological contamination will likely remain with the liquid water, will evaporating Torus 


water via the Spent Fuel Pool result in a significant increase in the concentrations of individual 


radiological contaminants, which would eventually result in higher TEDE doses than determined 


in either Letter BVY 16-001 or Letter BVY 16-021 (Reference 2)?  If this is a reasonable 


possibility, will the NRC require Vermont Yankee to revise Letter BVY 16-021 radiological dose 


assessments on a regular basis?  Would such a revised assessment be subject to the same 


degree of NRC review as the License Change request initially submitted in Letter BVY 16-001? 


2. While the discussion in Letter BVY 16-001 notes that the process water contained in the Torus is 


circulated to the Spent Fuel Pool and that it would be pumped through the former High Pressure 


Coolant Injection (HPCI) suction strainers prior to shipment, it is likely that there are residual 


particulates from drained, former VT Yankee support systems that have settled at the bottom of 


the Torus.  While these particulates will most likely not be pumped into shipping tanker while 


the Torus is filled near capacity, pumping some of these particulates into the shipping tanker 


could become more likely after the volume of stored process water has been reduced 


significantly.  How will VT Yankee assure that much of what is shipped to USEI is contaminated 


water rather than contaminated water with some amount of highly contaminated particulates 


that could potentially remain in the tanker after it is emptied of water at the USEI site?  Are the 


former HPCI suction strainers sufficient to assure that a significant quantity of particulate 


residing in the Torus is not inadvertently shipped to USEI?   


3. The response to Request for Additional Information (RAI) #4 included in Letter BVY 16-021 


(Reference 2) reports an additional “realistic” radiological dose rate value for the Long Haul 


Truck Drivers assuming that a sleeper cabin is available on the truck that provides added 


shielding and increases the distance between a driver and the radiation source from 0.6 meters 


to “at least 3.3 meters.”  This distance discussion needs clarification.  3.3 meters appears to be a 


reasonable distance to the radiation source when the long haul driver is actually driving the 


shipment truck.  However, for the 24 hours (3 sleep periods of 8 hours each) that the driver is in 


the sleeper cabin, wouldn’t the distance between the driver and the radiation source be 


significantly less, and probably closer to the 0.6 meters initially described?  In other words, 


shouldn’t this alternate dose rate be calculated by adding the dose rate at 24 hours, or more 


conservatively, 32 hours (adding 8 hours to account for all other breaks and activities) at 0.6 


meters to the dose rate for 46.36 hours at 3.3 meters?   
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4. Vermont has not received any data from VT Yankee with respect to the non-radiological 


constituents of the process water proposed for disposal.  The evaluation of such data could 


affect the characterization of the wastewater.  Specifically our concern is that the hazardous 


constituents could affect the management requirements for the wastes if it were determined to 


be a mixed waste, containing both hazardous and radiological constituents.  This data should be 


provided in order to properly evaluate the transfer, transportation and disposal of the wastes. 


5. The Entergy VT Yankee email reply to NRC questions dated August 11, 2016 (Reference 3) 


contains a commitment to “perform a representative sample prior to each shipment of water 


and will confirm that the radionuclide concentrations result in doses that are equal to or less 


than, the doses delineated within the Summary of Project Alternative Disposal Dose Results,” in 


the “June 28, 2016 letter (BVY 16-021; ADAMS Accession No. ML16182A035)” requires several 


clarifications: 


i. Will the NRC require VT Yankee to test the representative sample as described prior to 


each shipment?  (The commitment is noted in the Safety Evaluation Report draft, but it 


is unclear whether the NRC is actually requiring that this be done.) 


ii. Will the NRC regard the calculated radiological dose values reported in letter  


BVY 16-021 as limits for shipments?  (If yes, this needs to be clearly stated in the Safety 


Evaluation Report.) 


iii. Would a shipment be held at the VT Yankee site until the representative sample results 


are known?  (The concern here is that a sample will be taken as the tanker is leaving the 


VT Yankee site, but that the representative sample results may not be known until after 


the shipment arrives at the USEI site.)  What happens if it is determined that the  


BVY 16-021 limits were violated after the shipment has been made? 


iv. What would happen to the intended shipment if the test results exceed those reported 


in BVY 16-021?  Would VT Yankee hold the tanker onsite and wait for some of the 


radioactivity to decay?  Would VT Yankee attempt some type of onsite 


decontamination, possibly using the “batch tank” that was installed near the former 


Condenser systems last year?  If onsite decontamination is allowed, should the likely 


methods be described as part of this Licensing Change request? 


 







The waste included in this 20.2002 request consists of approximately 200,000 gallons of
water associated with the decommissioning of VY and contains low concentrations of
fission and activation products resulting from VY operations.  The waste will be transported
from VY to USEI in tanker trucks, and the water will be solidified with clay at USEI prior to
disposal.
 
To obtain approval for 20.2002 alternate disposals, the NRC requires the licensee to
demonstrate that doses will be maintained as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA).  The
NRC has determined that for 20.2002 alternate disposal approvals this limit requires a
licensee to demonstrate that the dose to a member of the public (including all exposure
groups) is no more than “a few millirem per year.”
 
USEI also submitted a letter on January 14, 2016 (ML16021A173), requesting an
exemption from the licensing requirements of 10 CFR 30.3 to allow for the transfer of the
waste containing byproduct material to USEI and disposal of the byproduct material at the
USEI facility.  Specific exemptions to the licensing requirements of 10 CFR 30.3 are
provided for under 10 CFR 30.11.  When evaluating 10 CFR 30.11 exemption requests in
conjunction with 20.2002 alternative disposal requests, the NRC has applied a similar
standard to both reviews.  As discussed above, the NRC applies a dose standard of “not
more than a few millirem per year” to any member of the public to its 20.2002 alternate
disposal reviews.
 
Our internal guidance on processing such requests indicates that as part of enhanced
outreach we send a draft of the final EA and SER to the State where the disposal will take
place, as well as the State where the licensee is located, for a 30-day comment period.
 
Please see the attached draft final NRC EA and SER for your review.  Let me know if you
have any questions.
 
Sincerely,
 
Jack D. Parrott

Senior Project Manager

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission

301-415-6634
 


